Need expert advice? Call us!
(+1) 954 762 7607
[skype-status]

Shared Apartment Mauricio V. V
CLP 215.000 / Month - ID: SC-DC-0008 - Santiago de Chile
Balcony / Garden

Number Persons

Concierge

3

Elevator

Available:

Heating

› Santiago Downtown - Shared Apartment
Internet

Washing machine

JUL 2017

Location: Santiago Downtown

Number
Bathrooms

2

Residents max.: 3

Bathrooms: 2

Balcony / Garden, Concierge, Elevator, Heating, Internet, Washing machine
Available from
Location:

07/2017
The apartment is located in a nice zone in Santiago’s city center, just steps from Parque Forestal,
and neighboring Bellas Artes district. In the area you can find plenty supermarkets, pharmacies,
local markets, meat shops, artisanal fairs, salons, universities, banks, parks, museums,
restaurants, the Central Market, and anything that you would need on a day-to-day basis.
Additionally, the famous Plaza de Armas is only a few blocks away.
The station Metro Bellas Artes (line 1, Green) is a 5 minute walk from the apartment and Metro
Santa Lucía (line 1, red) is a 15 minute walk. (See map below)
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Apartment:

This apartment is located on the 8th floor and there are 3 furnished bedrooms for rent. The
common spaces consist of a large and modern living room, a dining room, a fully-equipped kitchen
and 2 bathrooms. There is also a beautiful terrace with an excellent view of downtown Santiago.
The renters of the 4th floor rooms also have access to the 8th floor terrace.

Residents:

Shared apartment with Chileans and international youth. The owner is Mauricio is a very open,
understanding individual that enjoys art and design, something which is reflected in his home.
Mauricio likes to meet people from all over the world, offering them respect, trust and a relaxed
environment.
Mauricio lives on the 8th floor, he does not smoke, however smoking is allowed on the 8th floor
terrace.

Bedroom/s:

The room available for rent is furnished with a bed, closet, desk, electric heater and a fan.

Bathroom/s:

The bathroom is shared with one other resident, whom would also be renting a room in the
apartment.

Features:

There is a washing machine that is shared amongst all residents, and which can be used once a
week per person at no additional cost. Heating in colder months is with electric heaters in each
bedroom and there is no additional cost. Cleaning of the bedrooms and common spaces of the
home is done 4 times a week by an external maid, while changing the bed sheets and towels is
once per week.

Comments:

Mauricio does not smoke, however smoking is allowed on the 8th floor terrace. He has no pets.

Rent and additional costs:
Room rental only: 215.000 CLP/month

Listing Gallery

Room for rent

Room for rent

Livingroom

Kitchen
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Kitchen

Livingroom

Livingroom
Bar on 8th floor

Terrace

Terrace

Property Location
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Image not found
http://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/staticmap?center=%2CEnrique+Mac+Iver+709-787%2C+Santiago+Centro%2C+Regi%C3%B3n+Metropolitana+de+Sa

Julia Federmann
Do you like this offer? Contact us! We are looking forward to see you.
(+56-2) 2819 8274 [Chile]
(+1) 954 762 7607 [8am-5pm EST]
Email: housing@chileinside.cl
See my listings
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Property URL

http://www.housing-in-chile.com/property/shared-apartment-mauricio-v-v/
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